BEYOND GEOGRAPHIC DIFFERENCE: RURAL EXCELLENCE IN ACTION
WHAT YOU'LL WALK AWAY WITH

Tools to improve coalition building, partnerships, and impact, regardless of your geographic location.
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WHO'S IN THE ROOM?
I think maybe the rural influence in my life helped me in a sense, of knowing how to get close to people and talk to them and get my work done.
EXCERCISE
CHARITIES REVIEW COUNCIL
Donor & Nonprofit Relationships
NORTHWEST MINNESOTA FOUNDATION
Cross-Sector Partnerships in Halstad & Warroad
COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS ALLIES & NEMADJI RESEARCH CORPORATION
Nonprofit/Private Collaboration
How do you define rural excellence?
Share with a neighbor
What makes rural areas resource rich?
EXERCISE 2.0
DEEDEE LEMIER
deedee@smartgivers.org

SHELLIE METZLER
shelliem.mcrc@gmail.com

NATE DORR
nated@nwmf.org